Why are

Air Sanifiers® necessary?

According to the W.H.O., 40% of all buildings are a serious hazard to our
health because of their polluted air.
According to the EPA, indoor levels of air pollutants may be 2-5 times
higher than outdoor levels.
Most people spend up to 90% of their time indoors.
Indoor air pollutants can cause:
• unpleasantness from offensive odors
• nose and throat discomfort,
• eye and skin irritation,

• lung irritation,
• fatigue

What’s the solution?
Lab tests conducted by West Texas A&M University prove the
Air Oasis Air Sanifiers® are effective in reducing:
• MRSA on surfaces up to 63% in 24 hrs
• odor causing VOC’s up to 85% in 1 hr
• mold and fungi up to 99%

• aeroallergens up to 99%
• bacteria up to 99%
• viruses up to 99%

Due to continuous improvements, the pictures
of AO units featured throughout this brochure
may differ slightly from the actual product.
*multiple units may be needed in areas of higher contamination
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Professor of Biology
West Texas A&M University
Dr. Ghosh obtained two Ph.D. Degrees, one from The University
of North Texas and the other from the University of Calcutta,
India. He joined the WTAMU faculty in 2000 and has been
teaching and doing research for 17 years. He has postdoctoral
experience at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, and he
has taught at the University of North Texas, Richland College in
Dallas and South Texas Community College in McAllen.
“Pursuant to numerous years of detailed and thorough scientific
studies and tests, I have concluded, documented and declare
Air Oasis brand air purification units to be one of the most
effective technologies available today in combating airborne
allergens, dust, animal dander, smoke, mold, mildew, bacterial
and fungal colonies, and VOCs known to cause bad odors and
serious health hazards. The specific quality of these air purifiers
is that they are filterless, and they can purify the air by removing
all types of aeroallergens and bacterial strains including the
harmful MRSA. My lab has been presenting the research all
over the world on evaluating Air Oasis air purifiers which is
unique by its name and action. One recent and highly important
study confirms Air Oasis’s proprietary AHPCO® technology,
with the 6 nano metal catalyst, directly reduces MRSA, both in
the air and on surfaces.
As such, I know of no other technology available that produces
the high level of pathogen abatement as Air Oasis air purification
units.”

Customer Testimonials

My daughter has always suffered from allergies. I also have a cat who we had
to bring to the vet every other month for an anti-inflammatory just so he could
breathe. Ever since we purchased your purifier, my daughter hasn’t had any
problems with her allergies, and we have not had to take our cat to the vets for an
anti-inflammatory in a year and a half. I was quite pleased to know we purchased
a product that has a direct affect on our health.

I am a pastor in the Early Childhood Department of a very large church and we
have tried many things in our baby rooms to freshen the atmosphere None of the
products that we tried ever did the job until we were introduced to the one from
Air Oasis. I can truly say that when I go in those rooms now, the air is no longer
offensive and we certainly give it every opportunity with 26 newborns in one room
for at least two hours at a time.

Sincerely,
J. Frale

Sincerely,
K. Love

Hello,

Thank you for choosing Circus Circus for your test trial on the Air Oasis 5000.
We did compare the Air Oasis 5000 against our ozone machine and the Air Oasis
5000 was the best machine hands down. In the future we will be happy to do
buisness with Air Oasis and order some of your fabulous 5000 machines.

I want to thank you very much for your speedy help on my air purifier. I am very
glad to have it back so quickly. Your service support is outstanding!! Best wishes
and thank you again for your outstanding service, not only what the machine does,
but how you stand behind your guarantee.
Sincerely,
I. Crego

Sincerely,
Kenneth Banks
Material Control Supervisor
Circus Circus, Las Vegas

Valued Customers

Pet Clinics

Holiday Inn

MGM Resorts

Public Transportation

Kings Inn

Ron Jon’s Surf Shop

Bellagio

Hospitals

Polo Towers

Bethune-Cookman College

Aria Resort and Casino

Government Buildings

ABB

Public School Systems

The Plaza

Doctors Offices

The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas

Sunflower Daycare

South Point

Amusement Parks

The Palms

Safeway

Flamingo

Pet Kennels

just to name a few...
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